
Making compliance 
management simple, 

fast and easy.

Our Service

Security by Design and the use of ISO27001
compliant webservers ensures data privacy
and protection.

info@paperlessconstruction.co.uk
+44 (0)1904 373081

Paperless Construction is an intuitive mobile
application that provides Construction with
a digital means to record timekeeping and
attendance, and complete briefings and
permits.

Site Management simply load documents
onto the platform. Information is shared
automatically via the app; allowing teams in
the field to digitally record daily briefings,
toolbox talks, safety alerts and other site
critical information in real-time.

Attendees are linked to a briefing by just
scanning their QR codes, with a photo used
for verification.

Through the use of technology, we enable
our clients to manage co-located or
geographically dispersed teams more
effectively and ensure health and safety
compliance; with the added benefit of
eliminating paper.

BENEFITS TO YOU:
• Records timekeeping and briefings

digitally

• Ideal for a transient workforce and
multi-project sites

• Saves time and cost by eliminating
manual processes

• Ensures a health and safety audit trial

• Generates detailed attendance and
briefing reports

• Organisation level visibility and
analysis

• Sustainable and reduces the need for
paperwork

• GDPR compliant



User Records
The days of a long onboarding process is
gone, as supervisors can onboard and induct
new workers in minutes using our app.

Having a single source of truth for user
records, provides management with real-time
access to anyone’s training, competency or
timekeeping records – even if they work
across multiple projects.

Supervisors can simply scan any employee’s
QR code and instantly see user specific
records and data insights.

This is a step change compared to traditional
methods, where records are not readily
available or easy to decipher.
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Checklists and Forms
Paperless allows site management to load all
relevant checklist and form templates for use
on site. Checklists can be issued to a group of
specific users for completion in the field.

Having instant access to project documents
and form templates allows supervisors to
complete these on the fly.

What makes our app unique and gives
Paperless an edge over our competitors, is
the simplicity and the ability to complete
forms, annotate and sign documents, add
photos, comments, voice notes, and much
more.
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Briefings
Simplify your safety training process.

By going Paperless, your team instantly
have access to all relevant project
documentation, briefings and templates
while in the field.

This allows teams to work more efficiently;
by completing inductions, safety briefings
or any other safety related training, on the
go.

The result is an instant audit trail of every
briefing undertaken.
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Attendance Records
We identified that no one timekeeping solution fits all, so we have developed multiple 
timekeeping solutions; from a wall mounted kiosk app for managing visitors and workers, to a 
mobile app for site security or supervisors.  An offline mode is also available for remote 
locations without signal.

Proactively managing fatigue can be troublesome; especially when recording and calculating 
travel time, working hours, and rest periods manually. 

Fatigue management, door-to-door hours and live RAG ratings to highlight possible working 
time exceedances are included as standard  - with the added ability to issue alerts, send an SOS 
and to undertake roll-calls from different locations and devices. 

Paperless Web
Our web application is ideal for monitoring compliance from the office or remotely, with 
business and project level dashboards and data exports available for custom BI dashboarding.

From the web app, management can manage contractors, users, documents, briefings and 
checklists; issuing tasks to relevant users and much more. 

All web views are built to give management easy and instant access to the most important and 
relevant information, ensuring records are easily accessible for checking and monitoring 
compliance.   


